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A

Accelerants
Collection and detection of accelerant vapors using porous polymers and Curie point pyrolysis wires coated with active carbon (Andrasko), April, 330
Evaluation of polyethylene containers used to collect evidence for accelerant detection (Tontarski), April, 440
Mass chromatographic analysis of arson accelerants (Smith), April, 318

Acetaminophen
Acetaminophen experience in south Florida (Thomas, Rao, and Davis), Oct., 977

Age determination—see Human identification

Alcohol
Concentration of alcohol in delayed subdural hematoma (Cassin and Spitz), Oct., 1013
Use of marihuana, ethanol, and other drugs among drivers killed in single-vehicle crashes (Owens, McBay, and Cook), April, 372

Amoxapine
Analysis of blood and tissue for amoxapine and trimipramine (Wu Chen, Schaffer, Lin, Hadac, and Stein), Jan., 116

Antigen systems
Capillary tube method for the Lewis typing of red cells (Mudd), Jan., 231
Feasibility study of human leukocyte antigen (HLA) typing for dried bloodstains (Nelson, Turner, and Reisner), July, 608

Aqueous humor
Time of death estimation in blacktailed deer by temperature and aqueous humor glucose (Pex, Meneely, and Andrews), July, 594

Arsenic
Case of suicide involving the concomitant intravenous injection of barbital and oral ingestion of arsenic (Graham, Poklis, Mackell, and Gantner), Jan., 251

Arsenical

Asphyxia
Lactic acid concentrations in vitreous humor: their use in asphyxial deaths in children (Sturner, Sullivan, and Suzuki), Jan., 222

Automobiles
Solubility characterization of automotive paints (Thornton, Kraus, Lerner, and Kahane), Oct., 1004

B

Ballistics—see also Wound ballistics
Application of linear regression to range-of-fire estimates based on the spread of shotgun pellet patterns (Heaney and Rowe), April, 433
Case of the homemade duplex (double-bullet) cartridge (Mittleman and Hart), July, 790
Comparison of methods for estimating range of fire based on the spread of buckshot patterns (Wray, McNeil, and Rowe), Oct., 846
Homicide with a black powder handgun (DeHaan), April, 468

Barbital—see Barbiturates

Barbiturates
Case of suicide involving the concomitant intravenous injection of barbital and oral ingestion of arsenic (Graham, Poklis, Mackell, and Gantner), Jan., 251

George N. Barnard
Case of the lying photographs: the Civil War photography of George N. Barnard (Rowe), July, 735

Battle of the Little Bighorn
George Armstrong Custer and the Battle of the Little Bighorn: homicide or mass suicide (Spencer), July, 756

Benzodiazepines
Postmortem stability of benzodiazepines in blood and tissues (Levine, Blanke, and Valentour), Jan., 102

Bite marks
Anatomical distribution of human bite marks in a series of 67 cases (Vale and Noguchi), Jan., 61

Blood—see also Genetic typing
Application of probability of paternity calculations to an alleged incestuous relationship (Reisner and Reading), Oct., 1030
Blood—Continued
Back spatter of blood from gunshot wounds—observations and experimental simulation (Stephens and Allen), April, 437
Detection of fetal hemoglobin in bloodstains by means of thin-layer immunoassay (Whitehead, Fredenburg, and Lappas), Oct., 888
Field technique for the identification of deer blood (Oates, Jochum, Pearson, and Hollien), July, 781
Relative indices of efficiency for selected methods of bloodstain analysis (Laux and Wurster), Oct., 1000

Bones—see Musculoskeletal system

Book reviews
Chemical Criminalistics by Maehly and Stromberg (Lucas), July, 806
Critical Issues in American Psychiatry and the Law by Rosen (Drucker), July, 807
The Cross and the Shroud by Zugibe (Froede), April, 541
Digging Up Bones by Brothwell (Maples), April, 544
Disposition of Toxic Drugs and Chemicals in Man by Baselt (Cravey), April, 540
Forensic Sciences by Wecht (Jones), July, 806
Instrumental Data for Drug Analysis, Vol. 1 by Mills (Peat and Crouch), July, 809
Lawyer's Guide to Forensic Medicine Handbook for Court & Chambers by Knight (Froede), July, 804
Principles and Applications of Medicolegal Alcohol Determination by Widmark (Raisys), April, 543
Probability of Inclusion in Paternity Testing by Silver (Taylor), July, 808
Society, Crime and Criminal Behavior by Gibbons (LaWall), Oct., 1108

Breath-alcohol testing devices
Radio frequency interference with the model 1000SA Alco-Analyzer gas chromatograph (Freed), Oct., 985

Bullets—see Ballistics

C

Cachets
Examination of cachet impressions. (Levinson and Perelman), Jan., 235

Cannabis—see Marijuana

Cardiovascular system
Scanning electron microscopic ultrastructural alterations of the pulmonary alveolus in experimental drowning (Torre, Varetto, and Tappi), Oct., 1008

Cartilage—see Musculoskeletal system

Chemical analysis—Continued
Bank security devices (Martz, Reutter, and Lasswell), Jan., 200
Detection and analysis of aminoparathion in human postmortem specimens (Chan, Crowley, Geyer), Jan., 122
Determination of cocaine and its major metabolite, benzoylecgonine, in postmortem fluids and tissues by computerized mass chromatography/mass spectrometry (Griesemer, Liu, Budd, Raffogianis, and Noguchi), Oct., 894
Examinations of cosmetic smudges including transesterification and gas chromatographic/mass spectrometric analysis (Keagy), July, 623
Identification of explosives containing alkylammonium nitrates by thin-layer chromatography (Petersen, Dietz, and Stewart), July, 638
Mass chromatographic analysis of arson accelerants (Smith), April, 318
Sudden infant death syndrome: a biochemical profile of postmortem vitreous humor (Richards, Fukumoto, and Clardy), April, 404
Synthetic tetrahydrocannabinol (Churchill), July, 762

Child abuse
Laceration of the stomach by blunt trauma in a child: a case of child abuse (Case and Nanduri), April, 496

Chloroquine
Determination of chloroquine and monodesethylchloroquine in hair (Viala, Deturmeny, Aubert, Estadieu, Durand, Cano, and Delmont), Oct., 922

Chromatographic analysis—see also Chemical analysis
Analytical studies on illicit heroin I. The occurrence of O³-monoacetymorphine (Huizer), Jan., 32
Analytical studies on illicit heroin II. Comparison of samples (Huizer), Jan., 40
Chromophoric labeling of cannabinoids with 4-dimethylaminoazobenzene-4-sulfonyl chloride (Maseda, Fukui, Kimura, and Matsubara), Oct., 911
General toxicology unknown I. The systematic approach (Wu Chen, Schaffer, Lin, Kurland, Donoghue, and Stein), April, 391
High performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) study of seven common explosive materials (Lyter), April, 446
Identification of explosives containing alkylammonium nitrates by thin-layer chromatography (Petersen, Dietz, and Stewart), July, 638
Quantitation of psilocybin in hallucinogenic mushrooms using high performance liquid chromatography (Sottolano and Lurie), Oct., 929

Chronology
Brief chronology of the Lindbergh kidnapping (Haag), Oct., 1038

Clorazepate
Identification of some interferences in the analysis of clorazepate (Suzuki and Gresham), July, 665
Criminalistics—Continued
Examination for petrolatum based lubricants in evidence from rapes and sodomies (Blackledge and Cabiness), April, 451
Excerpts and comments on testimony by document examiners in regard to State of New Jersey v. Bruno Richard Hauptmann (Osborn), Oct., 1049
Forensic science aspects of fatal sexual assaults on women (Deming, Mittleman, and Wetli), July, 572
High performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) study of seven common explosive materials (Lyter), April, 446
Homicide with a black powder handgun (DeHaan), April, 468
Identification of explosives containing alkylammonium nitrates by thin-layer chromatography (Peterson, Dietz, and Stewart), July, 638
Improved technique for preparing solvent cast films from acrylic fibers for the recording of infrared spectra (Garger), July, 632
Individual characteristics of chemically modified human hairs revealed by scanning electron microscopy (Choudhry, Kingston, Kobilinsky, and DeForest), April, 293
Individualization of automobile engine oils I: The introduction of variable separation synchronous excitation fluorescence to engine oil analysis (Kubic, Lasher, and Dwyer), Jan., 186
Individualization of automobile engine oils II: Application of variable separation synchronous excitation fluorescence to the analysis of used automobile engine oils (Kubic and Sheehan), April, 345
Investigation of the Lindbergh kidnapping case (Horan), Oct., 1040
Laser detection of latent fingerprints: treatment with glue containing cyanoacrylate ester, (Menzel, Burt, Sinor, Tubach-Ley, and Jordan), April, 307
Lindbergh case revisited: a review of the criminalistics evidence (Haag), Oct., 1044
Physical comparison of plastic garbage bags and sandwich bags (von Bremen and Blunt), July, 644
Psychodiagnostic testing of sex offenders: a comparative study (Bonheur), Jan., 49
Rapid method of Super Glue® fuming application for the development of latent fingerprints (Kendall and Rehn), July, 777
Relative indices of efficiency for selected methods of bloodstain analysis (Laux and Wurster), Oct., 1000
Role of fibers in forensic science examinations (Grieve), Oct., 877
Spatially resolved fluorescence spectroscopy: application to latent fingerprint development (Herod and Menzel), July, 615
Tool mark determination in cartilage of stabbing victim (Rao and Hart), July, 794
Trioxane—an unusual component in an improvised explosive-actuated incendiary device (Cabiness and Blackledge), Jan., 282

Criminalistics
Examination of cocaine and its major metabolite, benzoylecgonine, in postmortem fluids and tissues by computerized mass chromatography/mass spectrometry (Griesemer, Liu, Budd, Raffogianis, and Noguchi), Oct., 894

Cocaine
Determination of cocaine and its major metabolite, benzoylecgonine, in postmortem fluids and tissues by computerized mass chromatography/mass spectrometry (Griesemer, Liu, Budd, Raffogianis, and Noguchi), Oct., 894

Codeline
Deaths related to propoxyphene or codeine or both (Litman, Diller, and Nelson), Jan., 128

Coltus
Air embolism during intercourse in pregnancy (Lifschultz and Donoghue), Oct., 1021

Colors (materials)
Use of clay for soil color comparisons (Janssen, Ruhr, and Frichard), July, 773

Comparative analyses
Paraguit fatality—the dilemma of multiple analyses (Rejent, Balkon, and Donnelly), April, 510
Physical comparison of plastic garbage bags and sandwich bags (von Bremen and Blunt), July, 644

Competency
Competent and incompetent defendants referred to a court psychiatric clinic: a clinical comparison (Heller, Traylor, Ehrlich, and Lester), April, 415

Controlled substances
Clandestine drug laboratory situation in the United States (Frank), Jan., 17

Cosmetics
Examinations of cosmetic smudges including transesterification and gas chromatographic/mass spectrometric analysis (Keagy), July, 623

Criminal identification
Criminal identification comparison: aural versus visual identifications resulting from a simulated crime (Hollein, Bennett, and Gelfer), Jan., 208

Criminalistics
Application of linear regression to range-of-fire estimates based on the spread of shotgun pellet patterns (Heaney and Rowe), April, 433
Back spatter of blood from gunshot wounds—observations and experimental simulation (Stephens and Allen), April, 437
Brief chronology of the Lindbergh kidnapping (Haag), Oct., 1038
Case of the homemade duplex (double-bullet) cartridge (Mittleman and Hart), July, 790
Clandestine drug laboratory situation in the United States (Frank), Jan., 17
Comparison of ionization techniques for gas chromatography/mass spectroscopy analysis of dye and lachrymator residues from exploding bank security devices (Martz, Reutter, and Lasswell), Jan., 200
Comparison of methods for estimating range of fire based on the spread of buckshot patterns (Wray, McNeil, and Rowe), Oct., 846
Criminal identification comparison: aural versus visual identifications resulting from a simulated crime (Hollein, Bennett, and Gelfer), Jan., 208
Evaluation of polyethylene containers used to collect evidence for accelerant detection (Tontarski), April, 440

Psychodiagnostic testing of sex offenders: a comparative study (Bonheur), Jan., 49
Rapid method of Super Glue® fuming application for the development of latent fingerprints (Kendall and Rehn), July, 777
Relative indices of efficiency for selected methods of bloodstain analysis (Laux and Wurster), Oct., 1000
Role of fibers in forensic science examinations (Grieve), Oct., 877
Spatially resolved fluorescence spectroscopy: application to latent fingerprint development (Herod and Menzel), July, 615
Tool mark determination in cartilage of stabbing victim (Rao and Hart), July, 794
Trioxane—an unusual component in an improvised explosive-actuated incendiary device (Cabiness and Blackledge), Jan., 282
Criminalistics—Continued
Use of clay for soil color comparisons (Janssen, Ruhf, and Prichard), July, 773
Criminal sex offenses
Examination for petrolatum based lubricants in evidence from rapes and sodomies (Blackledge and Cabiness), April, 451
Forensic science aspects of fatal sexual assaults on women (Deming, Mittleman, and Wetli), July, 572
Psychodiagnostic testing of sex offenders: a comparative study (Bonheur), Jan., 49
Crystallography
Microcrystalline identification of drugs of abuse: stimulant street drugs (Julian and Plein), Oct., 992

D-E

Death
Toxicological findings in a death resulting from the ingestion of trimipramine (Meatherall, Guay, Nokes, and Keenan), Oct., 1023
Vitreous humor chemistry in deaths associated with rapid chilling and prolonged freshwater immersion (Bray, Luke, and Blackbourne), July, 588

Decomposition
Insect activity and its relationship to decay rates of human cadavers in east Tennessee (Rodriguez and Bass), April, 423

Deer
Field technique for the identification of deer blood (Oates, Jochum, Pearson, and Hoilien), July, 781
Time of death estimation in blacktail deer by temperature and aqueous humor glucose (Pex, Meneely, and Andrews), July, 594

Demography
Analysis of demographic variables of women evaluated in a forensic psychiatry clinic in 1980 and 1981 (Harmon, Rosner, Wiederlight, and Porter), July, 560
Female homicide victim: trends in a metropolitan county from 1969 to 1980 (Frazer), July, 577
Forensic science aspects of fatal sexual assaults on women (Deming, Mittleman, and Wetli), July, 572

Dentition
Misclassification probability of dental discrimination functions for sex determination (Owsley and Webb), Jan., 181

Digoxin
Accidental digoxin overdose in an infant: postmortem tissue concentrations (Hastreiter, Kim, and van der Horst), April, 482

Doxylamine
General toxicology unknown II. A case report: doxylamine and pyrilamine intoxication (Wu Chen, Schaffer, Lin, Kurland, Donoghue, and Stein), April, 398

Driving (motor vehicle operation)
Driving under the influence of phenobarbital (Cary, Johnson, Foltz, and Pape), April, 502
Hemolyzed blood and serum levels of Δ⁹-THC: effects on the performance of roadside sobriety tests (Reeve, Robertson, Grant, Soares, Zimmermann, Gillespie, and Hollister), Oct., 963
Measurement of Δ⁹-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) in whole blood samples from impaired motorists (Zimmermann, Yeager, Soares, Hollister, and Reeve), Oct., 957

Drowning
Scanning electron microscopic ultrastructural alterations of the pulmonary alveolus in experimental drowning (Torre, Varetto, and Tappl), Oct., 1008

Drug identification
Microcrystalline identification of drugs of abuse: stimulant street drugs (Julian and Plein), Oct., 992
Proficiency testing in forensic toxicology: a feasibility study (Peat, Finnigan, and Finkle), Jan., 139

Drugs—see Toxicology and specific headings

Editorial
Guest editorial (Longhetti), Jan., 3
Hinckley case, the media, and the insanity defense (Perry), Oct., 815

Education
Characteristics of forensic science faculty within criminal justice higher education programs (Peterson and Angelos), July, 552

Electrophoresis
Relative indices of efficiency for selected methods of bloodstain analysis (Laux and Wurster), Oct., 1000

Electrostatic detection apparatus (ESDA)
Application of experimental variables to the use of the electrostatic detection apparatus (Baier), Oct., 901
Optimum conditions for examination of documents using an electrostatic detection apparatus (ESDA) device to visualize indented writings (Noblett and James), July, 697

Embolism
Air embolism during intercourse in pregnancy (Lifschultz and Donoghue), Oct., 1021

Entomology
Collection and preservation of forensically important entomological materials (Lord and Burger), Oct., 936

Epidemiology
Drugs and driving: a systematic analytical approach (Crouch, Peat, Chinn, and Finkle), Oct., 945
Ethanol—see Alcohol
 Ethics
Ethical considerations in forensic science services (Kates and Guttenplan), Oct., 972

Expert witnesses—see Witnesses

Explosives
High performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) study of seven common explosive materials (Lyter), April, 446
Identification of explosives containing alkylammonium nitrates by thin-layer chromatography (Peterson, Dietz, and Stewart), July, 638
Explosives—Continued
Trioxane—an unusual component in an improvised explosive-actuated incendiary device (Cabiness and Blackledge), Jan., 282

Fibers
Role of fibers in forensic science examinations (Grieve), Oct., 877

Fingerprints
Laser detection of latent fingerprints: treatment with glue containing cyanoacrylate ester (Menzel, Burt, Siner, Tubach-Ley, and Jordan), April, 307
Optimum conditions for examination of documents using an electrostatic detection apparatus (ESDA) device to visualize indented writings (Noblett and James), July, 697
Rapid method of Super Glue fuming application for the development of latent fingerprints (Kendall and Rehn), July, 777
Spatially resolved fluorescence spectroscopy: application to latent fingerprint development (Herod and Menzel), July, 615

Forensic science
Case of the lying photographs: the CMI War photography of George N. Barnard (Rowe), July, 735
Characteristics of forensic science faculty within criminal justice higher education programs (Peterson and Angelos), July, 552
Collection and detection of accelerant vapors using porous polymers and Curie point pyrolysis wires coated with active carbon (Andrasko), April, 330
Ethical considerations in forensic science services (Kates and Guttenplan), Oct., 972
Examinations of cosmetic smudges including transesterification and gas chromatographic/mass spectrometric analysis (Keagy), July, 623
Feasibility study of human leukocyte antigen (HLA) typing for dried bloodstains (Nelson, Turner, and Reisner), July, 608

Gunpowder—see Ballistics
Gunshot wounds—see Wound ballistics

Hair
Detection of basic drugs (methamphetamine, antidepressants, and nicotine) from human hair (Ishiyama, Nagai, and Toshida), April, 380
Individual characteristics of chemically modified human hairs revealed by scanning electron microscopy (Choudhry, Kingston, Kobilinsky, and DeForest), April, 293

Handwriting
Importance of shading habits in handwriting identification (Moore), Jan., 278
How individual are personal writing habits? (Hilton), July, 683

Hematoma
Acute, nontraumatic subdural hematoma of arterial origin (Cave), July, 786
Concentration of alcohol in delayed subdural hematoma (Cassin and Spitz), Oct., 1013

Heroin
Analytical studies on illicit heroin I. The occurrence of O³-monoacetylmorphine (Huizer), Jan., 32
Analytical studies on illicit heroin II. Comparison of samples (Huizer), Jan., 40
Morphine in lymph nodes of heroin users (Nakamura and Choi), Jan., 249

High performance liquid chromatography—see Chromatographic analysis

High pressure liquid chromatography—see Chromatographic analysis

Homicide
Female homicide victim: trends in a metropolitan county from 1969 to 1980 (Frazer), July, 577

Hunting
Importance of shading habits in handwriting identification (Moore), Jan., 278

Identification
Equations for estimating age at death from the pubic symphysis (Snow), Oct., 864

Individual characteristics of chemically modified human hairs revealed by scanning electron microscopy (Choudhry, Kingston, Kobilinsky, and DeForest), April, 293
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Human Identification—Continued
microscopy (Choudhry, Kingston, Kobilinsky, and DeForest), April, 293
Lindbergh kidnapping: review of the autopsy evidence (Baden), Oct., 1071
Misclassification probability of dental discrimination functions for sex determination (Owsley and Webb), Jan., 181
Morphological variations in ulnar supinator crests and fossae as identifying markers of occupational stress (Kennedy), Oct., 871
Occurrence of Japanese trophy skulls in the United States (Bass), July, 800
Radiographic identification of charred human remains through use of the dorsal defect of the patella (Riddick, Brogdon, Lasswell-Hoff, and Delmas), Jan., 263
Summary of skeletal identification in Tennessee: 1971-1981 (Bass and Driseoll), Jan., 159
Human leukocyte antigen
Feasibility study of human leukocyte antigen (HLA) typing for dried bloodstains (Nelson, Turner, and Reisner), July, 608
Hypoglycemia
Hypoglycemia as the responsible factor in a truck driver fatality (Sturner and Sullivan), Oct., 1016
Hypothyroxinemia
Antemortem chemical hypothyroxinemia (Bonnell), Jan., 242

I-J
Identification systems
Differentiation of 2,3-methylenedioxyamphetamine from 3,4-methylenedioxyamphetamine (Soine, Shark, and Agee), April, 386
How individual are personal writing habits? (Hilton), July, 683
Role of fibers in forensic science examinations (Grieve), Oct., 877
Immunoassay
Detection of fetal hemoglobin in bloodstains by means of thin-layer immunoassay (Whitehead, Fredenburg, and Lappas), Oct., 888
Impressions
Application of experimental variables to the use of the electrostatic detection apparatus (Baier), Oct., 901
Obiterated writing—an unconventional approach (Waggoner and Spradlin), July, 686
Infrared spectroscopy—see Spectroscopic analysis
Injuries
Forensic neuropsychology: a selective introduction (Gilandas and Touyz), July, 713
Laceration of the stomach by blunt trauma in a child: a case of child abuse (Case and Nanduri), April, 496
Inks
Obiterated writing—an unconventional approach (Waggoner and Spradlin), July, 686
Insects
Insect activity and its relationship to decay rates of human cadavers in east Tennessee (Rodriguez and Bass), April, 423
Insurance fraud—see Fraud
Juries
Nature of jury response to the expert witness (Rosenthal), April, 528
Source credibility (Sereno), April, 523
Jurisprudence
Analysis of demographic variables of women evaluated in a forensic psychiatry clinic in 1980 and 1981 (Harmon, Rosner, Wiederlight, and Potter), July, 560
Competent and incompetent defendants referred to a court psychiatric clinic: a clinical comparison (Heller, Traylor, Ehrich, and Lester), April, 415
Effect of witnesses, attorneys, and judges on civil commitment in North Carolina: a prospective study (Miller, Ionescu-Pioggia, and Fidellman), Oct., 829
Ethical considerations in forensic science services (Kates and Guttenplan), Oct., 972
Expert witness and the use of videotape recordings (Kessler), April, 518
Forensic neuropsychology: a selective introduction (Gilandas and Touyz), July, 713
General discussion (Isaac and Sognnaes), April, 537
Introduction to symposium on effective expert testimony (Sognnaes), April, 516
Judicial oversight of release of patients committed after being found not competent to stand trial or not guilty by reason of insanity in violent crimes (Miller, Ionescu-Pioggia, and Fidellman), Oct., 839
Nature of jury response to the expert witness (Rosenthal), April, 528
Nonverbal communication in expert testimony (Miller), April, 523
Prosecution of Bruno Richard Hauptmann: an imitation of falconry (Starrs), Oct., 1083
Source credibility (Sereno), April, 523

L
Lachrymators
Comparison of ionization techniques for gas chromatography/mass spectroscopy analysis of dye and lachrymator residues from exploding bank security devices (Martz, Reutter, and Lasswell), Jan., 200
Lactic acid
Lactic acid concentrations in vitreous humor: their use in asphyxial deaths in children (Sturner, Sullivan, and Suzuki), Jan., 222
Lasers
Laser detection of latent fingerprints: treatment with glue containing cyanoacrylate ester (Menzel, Burt, Sinor, Tubach-Ley, and Jordan), April, 307
Spatially resolved fluorescence spectroscopy: ap-
Lasers—Continued
application to latent fingerprint development (Herod and Menzel), July, 615
Visible and infrared luminescence in documents: excitation by laser (Dalrymple), July, 692

Last word society
Case of the lying photographs: the Civil War photography of George N. Barnard (Rowe), July, 735
George Armstrong Custer and the Battle of the Little Bighorn: homicide or mass suicide (Spencer), July, 756
Last Word Society (Lucas), July, 735

Letters to the editor
Author's reply (Roh), April, 292
Cardiac neoplasms and unexpected death (Greenberg), April, 291
Committee on accreditation of fellowships in forensic psychiatry (Rosner), Jan., 14
Detection of accelerants on a burn victim (Roh and Paparo), April, 292
Discussion of “minimal velocities necessary for perforation of skin by air gun pellets and bullets” (Warinment), July, 551
Fatal traffic accidents—legal assistance in chemical causation (Sturner), Oct., 823
Guidelines for authors (Gannter), Oct., 828
Salaries and hirings in the forensic science professions: preliminary results of a national survey of some criminalistics and related laboratories (Kingston and Rothchild), Jan., 6
Swabbing for trace marihuana (Thibault, Stall, and Gravier), Jan., 17
Training of arson investigators: common sense from the laboratory (DeHaan), Oct., 824

Lindbergh kidnapping case
Brief chronology of the Lindbergh kidnapping (Haag), Oct., 1038
Excerpts and comments on testimony by document examiners in regard to State of New Jersey v. Bruno Richard Hauptmann (Osborn), Oct., 1049
Introduction to plenary session on Lindbergh kidnapping revisited: forensic sciences then and now (Baden), Oct., 1035
Investigation of the Lindbergh kidnapping case (Horan), Oct., 1040
Lindbergh case revisited: a review of the criminalistics evidence (Haag), Oct., 1044
Lindbergh kidnapping—a psychiatric view (Tannay), Oct., 1076
Lindbergh kidnapping: review of the autopsy evidence (Baden), Oct., 1071
Prosecution of Bruno Richard Hauptmann: an imitation of falconry (Starrs), Oct., 1083

Luminescence—Continued
automobile engine oils (Kubic and Sheehan), April, 345
Visible and infrared luminescence in documents: excitation by laser (Dalrymple), July, 692

Lymph nodes
Morphine in lymph nodes of heroin users (Nakamura and Choi), Jan., 249

Marihuana
Chromophoric labeling of cannabinoids with 4-dimethylaminobenzene-4-sulfonyl chloride (Maseda, Fukui, Kimura, and Matsuura), Oct., 911
Measurement of $\Delta^9$-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) in whole blood samples from impaired motorists (Zimmermann, Yeager, Soates, Hollister, and Reeve), Oct., 957
Use of marihuana, ethanol, and other drugs among drivers killed in single-vehicle crashes (Owens, McBey, and Cook), April, 372

Mass spectroscopy—see Spectroscopic analysis

Matches
Positive identification of torn burned matches with emphasis on crosscut and torn fiber comparisons, April, 351

Mental illness
Effect of witnesses, attorneys, and judges on civil commitment in North Carolina: a prospective study (Miller, Ionescu-Pioggia, and Fiddelman), Oct., 829
Judicial oversight of release of patients committed after being found not competent to stand trial or not guilty by reason of insanity in violent crimes (Miller, Ionescu-Pioggia, and Fiddelman), Oct., 839

Methamphetamine
Detection of basic drugs (methamphetamine, antidepressants, and nicotine) from human hair (Ishiyama, Nagai, and Toshida), April, 380

Methyl bromide
Death and injury caused by methyl bromide, an insecticide fumigant (Marraccini, Thomas, Ongley, Pfaffenberger, Davis, and Bednarczyk), July, 601

3,4-Methylenedioxyamphetamine
Differentiation of 2,3-methylenedioxyamphetamine (Soine, Shark, and Agee), April, 386

Microcrystallography—see Crystallography

Microscopy
Individual characteristics of chemically modified human hairs revealed by scanning electron microscopy (Choudhry, Kingston, Kobilinsky, and DeForest), April, 293

Morphine
Morphine in lymph nodes of heroin users (Nakamura and Choi), Jan., 249

Motor vehicle accidents
Hypoglycemia as the responsible factor in a truck driver accident fatality (Sturner and Sullivan), Oct., 1016
Motor vehicle accidents—Continued
Suicide by motor vehicle (Imajo), Jan., 83
Use of marihuana, ethanol, and other drugs among drivers killed in single-vehicle crashes (Owens, McBey, and Cook), April, 372

Musculoskeletal system
Determination of sex with a discriminant analysis of new pelvic bone measurements: Part I (Schulter-Ellis, Schmidt, Hayek, and Craig), Jan., 169
Equations for estimating age at death from the pubic symphysis (Snow), Oct., 864
Morphological variations in ulnar supinator crests and fossae as identifying markers of occupational stress (Kennedy), Oct., 871
Occurrence of Japanese trophy skulls in the United States (Bass), July, 800
Tool mark determination in cartilage of stabbing victim (Rao and Hart), July, 794

Myocarditis
Paraquat myocarditis and adrenal cortical necrosis (Reif and Lewinsohn), April, 505

Neuropsychology
Forensic neuropsychology: a selective introduction (Gilandas and Touyz), July, 713

Odontology
Anatomical distribution of human bite marks in a series of 67 cases (Vale and Noguchi), Jan., 61
Misclassification probability of dental discrimination functions for sex determination (Owsley and Webb), Jan., 181
Photographic superimposition (Dorion), July, 724

O3-monoacetylmorphine
Analytical studies on illicit heroin I. The occurrence of O3-monoacetylmorphine (Huizer), Jan., 32

Pathology and biology
Acute, nontraumatic subdural hematoma of arterial origin (Cave), July, 786
Air embolism during intercourse in pregnancy (Lifschultz and Donoghue), Oct., 1021
Antemortem chemical hypothyroxinemia (Bonelli), Jan., 242
Application of probability of paternity calculations to an alleged incestuous relationship (Reisner and Reading), Oct., 1030
Capillary tube method for the Lewis typing of red cells (Mudd), Jan., 231
Collection and preservation of forensically important entomological materials (Lord and Burger), Oct., 936
Concentration of alcohol in delayed subdural hematoma (Cassin and Spitz), Oct., 1013
Death and injury caused by methyl bromide, an insecticide fumigant (Marraccini, Thomas, Ongley, Pfaffenberger, Davis, and Bednarzyczk), July, 601
Detection of fetal hemoglobin in bloodstains by means of thin-layer immunossay (Whitehead, Fredenburg, and Lappas), Oct., 888
Field technique for the identification of deer blood (Oates, Jochum, Pearson, and Hoilien), July, 781
Hypoglycemia as the responsible factor in a truck driver accident fatality (Sturmer and Sullivan), Oct., 1016
Insect activity and its relationship to decay rates of human cadavers in east Tennessee (Rodriguez and Bass), April, 423
Laceration of the stomach by blunt trauma in a child: a case of child abuse (Case and Nanduri), April, 496
Lactic acid concentrations in vitreous humor: their use in asphyxial deaths in children (Sturmer, Sullivan, and Suzuki), Jan., 222
Lindbergh kidnapping: review of the autopsy evidence (Baden), Oct., 1071
Morphine in lymph nodes of heroin users (Nakamura and Choi), Jan., 249
Postmortem stability of benzodiazepines in blood and tissues (Levine, Blanke, and Valentour), Jan., 102
Radiographic identification of charred human remains through use of the dorsal defect of the patella (Riddick, Brogdon, Lasswell-Hoff, and Delmas), Jan., 263
Rib spreader laceration: a confusing artifact of emergency thoracotomy (Dixon and Champion), Jan., 255
Russian roulette with a knife (Frazer and Rosenberg), Jan., 268
Scanning electron microscopic ultrastructural alterations of the pulmonary alveolus in experimental drowning (Torre, Varetto, and Tappi), Oct., 1008
Self-mutilation and private accident insurance (Bonte), Jan., 70
Sudden infant death syndrome: a biochemical profile of postmortem vitreous humor (Richards, Fukumoto, and Clardy), April, 404

Paints
Matching of automotive paint chips by surface striation alignment (VanHoven and Fraysier), April, 463
Solubility characterization of automotive paints (Thornton, Kraus, Lerner, and Kahane), Oct., 1004

Papers
Positive identification of torn burned matches with emphasis on crosscut and torn fiber comparisons (Dixon), April, 351
Paraquat
Paraquat fatality—the dilemma of multiple analyses (Rejent, Baikon, and Donnelly), April, 510
Paraquat myocarditis and adrenal cortical necrosis (Reif and Lewinsohn), April, 505
Parathon
Detection and analysis of aminoparathon in human postmortem specimens (Chan, Crowley, and Geyer), Jan., 122
Paternity
Application of probability of paternity calculations to an alleged incestuous relationship (Reisner and Reading), Oct., 1030

Photography
Radiographic identification of charred human remains through use of the dorsal defect of the patella (Riddick, Brogdon, Lasswell-Hoff, and Delmas), Jan., 263

PATAQUAT
Paraquat fatality—the dilemma of multiple analyses (Rejent, Baikon, and Donnelly), April, 510
Paraquat myocarditis and adrenal cortical necrosis (Reif and Lewinsohn), April, 505

Parathyroid
Detection and analysis of aminoparathon in human postmortem specimens (Chan, Crowley, and Geyer), Jan., 122

Paternity
Application of probability of paternity calculations to an alleged incestuous relationship (Reisner and Reading), Oct., 1030
Pathology and biology—Continued
Suicide by motor vehicle (Imajo), Jan., 83
Time of death estimation in blacktail deer by temperature and aqueous humor glucose (Pex, Meneely, and Andrews), July, 594
Toxicological and pathological findings in fatalities involving pentazocine and tripelennamine (Monforte, Gault, Smialek, and Goodin), Jan., 90
Unsuccessful murder (Prathnadi), Jan., 285
Vitreous humor chemistry in deaths associated with rapid chilling and prolonged freshwater immersion (Bray, Luke, and Blackbourne), July, 588

Pentazocine
Spontaneous live birth with a maternal history of intravenous use of pentazocine and tripelennamine (T's and blues) (Schaffer, Lin, Wu Chen, Trojan, Teas, and Stein), April, 489

Petroleum products
Examination for petrolatum based lubricants in evidence from rapes and sodomies (Blackledge and Cabiness), April, 451
Individuation of automobile engine oils I: The introduction of variable separation synchronous excitation fluorescence to engine oil analysis (Kubic, Lasher, and Dwyer), Jan., 186
Individuation of automobile engine oils II. Application of variable separation synchronous excitation fluorescence to the analysis of used automobile engine oils (Kubic and Sheehan), April, 345

Phenobarbital
Driving under the influence of phenobarbital (Cary, Johnson, Foltz, and pape), April, 502

Phenotyping—see Genetic typing

Photography
Case of the lying photographs: the Civil War photography of George N. Barnard (Rowe), July, 735
Photographic superimposition (Dorion), July, 724

Physical anthropology
Determination of sex with a discriminant analysis of new pelvic bone measurements: Part I (Schulter-Ellis, Schmidt, Hayek, and Craig), Jan., 169
Equations for estimating age at death from the pubic symphysis (Snow), Oct., 864
Morphological variations in ulnar supinator crests and fossae as identifying markers of occupational stress (Kennedy), Oct., 871
Occurrence of Japanese trophy skulls in the United States (Bass), July, 800
Points of attachment of the palpebral ligaments: their use in facial reconstructions on the skull (Stewart), Oct., 858
Summary of skeletal identification in Tennessee: 1971–1981 (Bass and Driscoll), Jan., 159

Physical evidence
Lindbergh case revisited: a review of the criminalistics evidence (Haag), Oct., 1044
Plastic bags
Physical comparison of plastic garbage bags and sandwich bags (von Bremen and Blunt), July, 644

Plenary session
Brief chronology of the Lindbergh kidnapping (Haag), Oct., 1038
Excerpts and comments on testimony by document examiners in regard to State of New Jersey v. Bruno Richard Hauptmann (Osborn), Oct., 1049
Introduction to plenary session on Lindbergh kidnapping revisited: forensic sciences then and now (Baden), Oct., 1035
Investigation of the Lindbergh kidnapping case (Horan), Oct., 1040
Lindbergh case revisited: a review of the criminalistics evidence (Haag), Oct., 1044
Lindbergh kidnapping—a psychiatric view (Tannay), Oct., 1076
Lindbergh kidnapping: review of the autopsy evidence (Baden), Oct., 1071
Prosecution of Bruno Richard Hauptmann: an imitation of falconry (Starrs), Oct., 1083

Polyethylene
Evaluation of polyethylene containers used to collect evidence for accelerant detection (Tontarski), April, 440

Polymerization
Rapid method of Super Glue® fuming application for the development of latent fingerprints (Kendall and Rehn), July, 777

Postmortem examinations
Postmortem stability of benzodiazepines in blood and tissues (Levine, Blanke, and Valenbour, Jan., 102

Pregnancy
Air embolism during intercourse in pregnancy (Lifschultz and Donoghue), Oct., 1021

Proficiency testing
Proficiency testing in forensic toxicology: a feasibility study (Peat, Finnigan, and Finkle), Jan., 139

Propoxyphene
Deaths related to propoxyphene or codeine or both (Litman, Diller, and Nelson), Jan., 128

Psilocybin
Quantitation of psilocybin in hallucinogenic mushrooms using high performance liquid chromatography (Sottolano and Lurie), Oct., 929

Psychiatry
Analysis of demographic variables of women evaluated in a forensic psychiatry clinic in 1980 and 1981 (Harmon, Rosner, Wiederlight, and Potter), July, 560
Competent and incompetent defendants referred to a court psychiatric clinic: a clinical comparison (Heller, Traylor, Ehrlich, and Lester), April, 415
Effect of witnesses, attorneys, and judges on civil commitment in North Carolina: a prospective study (Miller, Ionescu-Pioggia, and Fiddelman), Oct., 829
Judicial oversight of release of patients committed
Psychiatry—Continued
after being found not competent to stand trial or not guilty by reason of insanity in violent crimes (Miller, Ionescu-Pioggia, and Fiddelman), Oct., 839
Lindbergh kidnapping—a psychiatric view (Tannay), Oct., 1076
Psychodiagnostic testing of sex offenders: a comparative study (Bonheur), Jan., 49
Russian roulette with a knife (Frazer and Rosenberg), Jan., 268

Punches
Manufacture and examination of hand-operated custom-design punches (Kraemer and Voorhees), Jan., 273

Pyrilamine
General toxicology unknown II. A case report: doxylamine and pyrilamine intoxication (Wu Chen, Schaffer, Lin, Kurland, Donoghue, and Stein), April, 398

Q-R
Questioned documents
Application of experimental variables to the use of the electrostatic detection apparatus (Baier), Oct., 901
Examination of cachet impressions (Levinson and Perelman), Jan., 235
How individual are personal writing habits? (Hilton), July, 683
Importance of shading habits in handwriting identification (Moore), Jan., 278
Introduction to plenary session on Lindbergh kidnapping revisited: forensic sciences then and now (Baden), Oct., 1035
Manufacture and examination of hand-operated custom-design punches (Kraemer and Voorhees), Jan., 273
Obliterated writing—an unconventional approach (Waggoner and Spradlin), July, 686
Optimum conditions for examination of documents using an electrostatic detection apparatus (ESDA) device to visualize indented writings (Noblett and James), July, 697
Positive identification of torn burned matches with emphasis on crosscut and torn fiber comparisons, April, 351
Striation evidence in counterfeit ing cases (Cain and Winand), April, 360
Visible and infrared luminescence in documents: excitation by laser (Dalrymple), July, 692

Radio frequency interference
Radio frequency interference with the model 1000SA Alco-Analyzer® gas chromatograph (Freed), Oct., 985

Radioimmunoassay
Accidental digoxin overdose in an infant: postmortem tissue concentrations (Hastreiter, Kim, and van der Horst), April, 482

Rape—see Criminal sex offenses
Rib spreader
Rib spreader laceration: a confusing artifact of emergency thoracotomy (Dixon and Champion), Jan., 255

S
Sampling
Collection and preservation of forensically important entomological materials (Lord and Burger), Oct., 936

Scanning electron microscopy—see Microscopy
Screening procedures
Acetaminophen experience in south Florida (Thomas, Rao, and Davis), Oct., 977
Drugs and driving: a systematic analytical approach (Crouch, Peat, Chinn, and Finkle), Oct., 945
General toxicology unknown I. The systematic approach (Wu Chen, Schaffer, Lin, Kurland, Donoghue, and Stein), April, 391

Self-mutilation
Self-mutilation and private accident insurance (Bonte), Jan., 70

Sex determination—see Human identification
Sexual assault—see Criminal sex offenses
Shotguns
Comparison of methods for estimating range of fire based on the spread of buckshot patterns (Wray, McNeil, and Rowe), Oct., 846
Application of linear regression to range-of-fire estimates based on the spread of shotgun pellet patterns (Heaney and Rowe), April, 433

Signatures
Importance of shading habits in handwriting identification (Moore), Jan., 278

Skeletons—see Musculoskeletal system
Skulls—see Musculoskeletal system
Sodomy—see Criminal sex offenses
Soils
Use of clay for soil color comparisons (Janssen, Ruhl, and Prichard), July, 773

Solubility
Solubility characterization of automotive paints (Thornton, Kraus, Lerner, and Kahane), Oct., 1004

Solvent cast film
Improved technique for preparing solvent cast films from acrylic fibers for the recording of infrared spectra (Garger), July, 632

Spectroscopic analysis—see also Chemical analysis
Death and injury caused by methyl bromide, an insecticide fumigant (Marraccini, Thomas, Ongley, Pfaffenberger, Davis, and Bednarczyk), July, 601
Identification of some interferences in the analysis of cloroazepate (Suzuki and Gresham), July, 655
Improved technique for preparing solvent cast films from acrylic fibers for the recording of infrared spectra (Garger), July, 632
Trioxane—an unusual component in an improvised explosive-actuated incendiary device (Cabiness and Blackledge), Jan., 282

Stab wounds
Russian roulette with a knife (Frazer and Rosenberg), Jan., 268

Striations—see also Tool marks
Manufacture and examination of hand-operated custom-design punches (Kraemer and Voorhees), Jan., 273
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Stiations—Continued
Matching of automotive paint chips by surface stiation alignment (VanHoven and Fraysier), April, 463
Stiation evidence in counterfeiting cases (Cain and Winand), April, 360
Tool mark determination in cartilage of stabbing victim (Rao and Hart), July, 794

Sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS)
Lactic acid concentrations in vitreous humor: their use in asphyxial deaths in children (Sturner, Sullivan, and Suzuki), Jan., 222
Sudden infant death syndrome: A biochemical pro-file of postmortem vitreous humor (Richards, Fukumoto. and Claridy), April, 404

Suicide
George Armstrong Custer and the Battle of the Little Bighorn: homicide or mass suicide (Spencer), July, 756
Suicide by motor vehicle (Imajo), Jan., 83

Superimposition
Photographic superimposition (Dorion), July, 724

Survey
Characteristics of forensic science faculty within criminal justice higher education programs (Peterson and Angelos), July, 552

Symposium
Expert witness and the use of videotape recordings (Kessler), April, 518
General discussion (Isaac and Sognnaes), April, 537
Introduction to symposium on effective expert testimony (Sognnaes), April, 516
Nature of jury response to the expert witness (Rosenthal), April, 528
Nonverbal communication in expert testimony (Miller), April, 523
Source credibility (Sereno), April, 523

Synthesis
Clandestine drug laboratory situation in the United States (Frank), Jan., 17

Synthetic fibers—see also Fibers
Improved technique for preparing solvent cast films from acrylic fibers for the recording of infrared spectra (Garger), July, 632

T

Testimony
Excerpts and comments on testimony by document examiners in regard to State of New Jersey v. Bruno Richard Hauptmann (Osborn), Oct., 1049
Introduction to symposium on effective expert testimony (Sognnaes), April, 516
Nonverbal communication in expert testimony (Miller), April, 523
Source credibility (Sereno), April, 523

Tetrahydrocannabinol—Continued
in whole blood samples from impaired motorists (Zimmernann, Yeager, Soares, Hollister, and Reeve), Oct., 957
Synthetic tetrahydrocannabinol (Churchill), July, 762

Therapeutic control
Determination of chloroquine and monodesethyl-chloroquine in hair (Viala, Deturmeny, Albert, Estadieu, Durand, Cano, and Delmont). Oct., 922

Thin-layer chromatographic analysis—see Chromatographic analysis

Thoracotomy
Rib spreader laceration: a confusing artifact of emergency thoracotomy (Dixon and Champion), Jan., 255

Tool marks
Examination of cachet impressions (Levinson and Perelman), Jan., 235
Manufacture and examination of hand-operated custom-design punches (Kraemer and Voorhees), Jan., 273
Striation evidence in counterfeiting cases (Cain and Winand), April, 360

Toxicology
Accidental digitoxin overdose in an infant: post-mortem tissue concentrations (Hastreiter, Kim, and van der Horst), April, 482
Acetaminophen experience in south Florida (Thomas, Rao, and Davis), Oct., 977
Analysis of blood and tissue for amoxapine and trimipramine (Wu Chen, Schaffer, Lin, Hadac, and Stein), Jan., 116
Analytical studies on illicit heroin I. The occurrence of O-1 monoacetylmorphine (Huizer), Jan., 32
Analytical studies on illicit heroin II. Comparison of samples (Huizer), Jan., 40
Case of suicide involving the concomitant intravenous injection of barbitual and oral ingestion of arsenic (Statham, Polikis, Mackell, and Gantner), Jan., 251
Chromophoric labeling of cannabinoids with 4-dimethylaminoazobenzene-4-sulfonyl chloride (Masada, Fukui, Kimura, and Matsubara), Oct., 911
Deaths related to propoxyphene or codeine or both (Litman, Diller, and Nelson), Jan., 128
Detection and analysis of aminoparathon in human postmortem specimens (Chan, Crowley, and Geyer), Jan., 122
Detection of basic drugs (methamphetamine, antidepressants, and nicotine) from human hair (Ishiyama, Nagai, and Toshida), April, 380
Determination of chloroquine and monodesethyl-chloroquine in hair (Viala, Deturmeny, Albert, Estadieu, Durand, Cano, and Delmont). Oct., 922
Determination of cocaine and its major metabo-lite, benzoylecgonine, in postmortem fluids and tissues by computerized gas chromatography/ mass spectrometry (Griesemer, Liu, Budd, Raftogianis, and Naguchi), Oct., 894
Differentiation of 2,3-methylenedioxyamphetamine
Toxicology—Continued
mine from 3,4-methylenedioxyamphetamine
(Soline, Shark, and Agee), April, 386
Driving under the influence of phenobarbital
(Cary, Johnson, Foltz, and Pape), April, 502
Drugs and driving: a systematic analytical ap-
proach (Crouch, Peat, Chinn, and Finkle),
Oct., 945
General toxicology unknown I. The systematic
approach (Wu Chen, Schaffer, Lin, Kurland,
Donoghue, and Stein), April, 391
General toxicology unknown II. A case report:
dioxyamine and pyrilamine intoxication (Wu
Chen, Schaffer, Lin, Kurland, Donoghue, and
Stein), April, 398
Hemolyzed blood and serum levels of Δ2-THC:
effects on the performance of roadside sobriety
tests (Reeve, Robertson, Grant, Soares, Zim-
merrmann, Gillespie, and Hollister), Oct., 963
Identification of some interferences in the analy-
sis of clorazepate (Suzuki and Gresham), July,
655
Measurement of Δ2-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)
in whole blood samples from impaired motorists
(Zimmermann, Yeager, Soares, Hollister, and
Reeve), Oct., 957
Microcrystalline identification of drugs of abuse:
stimulant street drugs (Julian and Plein), Oct.,
992
Paraglut fatality—the dilemma of multiple analy-
ses (Rejent, Balkon, and Donnelly), April, 510
Paraglut myocarditis and adrenal cortical necro-
sis (Reif and Lewinsohn), April, 505
Proficiency testing in forensic toxicology: a feasi-
bility study (Peat, Finnigan, and Finkle), Jan.,
139
Spontaneous live birth with a maternal history of
intravenous use of pentazocine and tripelenn-
amine (T's and blues) (Schaffer, Lin, Wu
Chen, Trojan, Teas, and Stein), April, 489
Synthetic tetrahydrocannabinol (Churchill), July,
762
Toxicological and pathological findings in fatali-
ties involving pentazocine and tripelennamine
(Monforte, Gault, Smialek, and Goodin), Jan.,
90
Toxicological findings in a death resulting from
the ingestion of trimipramine (Meatherall,
Guay, Nokes, and Keenan), Oct., 1023
Trimipramine—Continued
Toxicological findings in a death resulting from
the ingestion of trimipramine (Meatherall,
Guay, Nokes, and Keenan), Oct., 1023
Trimipramine—Continued
Toxicological findings in a death resulting from
the ingestion of trimipramine (Meatherall. Guay,
Nokes, and Keenan), Oct., 1023
Trimipramine—Continued
Toxicological findings in a death resulting from
the ingestion of trimipramine (Meatherall,
Guay, Nokes, and Keenan), Oct., 1023
Trimipramine—Continued
Toxicological findings in a death resulting from
the ingestion of trimipramine (Meatherall, Guay,
Nokes, and Keenan), Oct., 1023
V-X
Vapors
Collection and detection of accelerant vapors
using porous polymers and Curie point pyrolysis
wires coated with active carbon (Andrasko),
April, 330
Video tapes
Expert witness and the use of videotape recordings
(Kessler), April, 518
Vitrous humor
Lactic acid concentrations in vitreous humor:
their use in asphyxial deaths in children
(Sturner, Sullivan, and Suzuki), Jan., 222
Vitreous humor chemistry in deaths associated
with rapid chilling and prolonged freshwater
immersion (Bray, Luke, and Blackbourne),
July, 588
S. E. Whithall
Points of attachment of the palpebral ligaments:
their use in facial reconstruction on the skull
(Stewart), Oct., 858
H. H. Wilder
Points of attachment of the palpebral ligaments:
their use in facial reconstruction on the skull
(Stewart), Oct., 858
Witnesses
Expert witness and the use of videotape recordings
(Kessler), April, 518
General discussion (Isaac and Sognnaes), April,
537
Introduction to symposium on effective expert
testimony (Sognnaes), April, 516
Nature of jury response to the expert witness
(Rosenthal), April, 528
Wound ballistics
Back spatter of blood from gunshot wounds—
observations and experimental simulation
(Stephens and Allen), April, 437
Case of the homemade duplex (double-bullet)
cartridge (Mittleman and Hart), July, 790
Unsuccessful murder (Prathnadi), Jan., 285
X-ray analyses
Radiographic identification of charred human
remains through use of the dorsal defect of the
patella (Riddick, Brogdon, Lasswell-Hoff, and
Delmus), Jan., 263